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New Low-Q Ceramic Piezocomposites for
Wide-Band Ultrasonic Transducer
Applications
Andrey RYBIANETS, Ultrashape Ltd., Tel-Aviv, Israel
Abstract. A new family of polymer-free ceramic piezocomposites with properties
combining better parameters of PZT, PN type ceramics and 1-3 composites for
wide-band NDT ultrasonic transducer applications is presented. New “damped by
scattering” ceramic piezocomposites were developed based on the original
microstructural design concept and characterized by previously unachievable low
QM (QMt =2-3) combined with high piezoelectric (d33=250-350) and
electromechanical (kt=0.45-0.5) parameters, high Curie point (340°C), low acoustic
impedance (15-20 MRayl) in a wide working frequency range (0.2-12 MHz).
Complex sets of elastic, dielectric, and piezoelectric parameters of the new
piezocomposites were systematically studied using impedance spectroscopy approach
and ultrasonic method. A line of wide-band NDT ultrasonic transducers with high
sensitivity and resolution was manufactured and tested.

1. Introduction
The transducer materials presently available for the ultrasonic transducer design in NDT
inspection systems are limited, considering combination of high sensitivity (efficiency) and
resolution (bandwidth). There are currently no commercially available piezoceramic
materials that offer high piezoelectric properties together with low Q, low acoustic
impedance, electromechanical anisotropy and high operating temperatures (>250°C) [1].
Those available offer either high piezoelectric properties (lead zirconate titanate - PZT, lead
magnesium and zinc niobates - PMN, PZN) or high electromechanical anisotropy (lead
titanate - PT) and low Q, low acoustic impedance (lead metaniobate - PN) [2].
There is a tendency in the NDT market to replace narrow band transducers by
broadband ones due to a rapidly growing demand for higher resolution in NDT inspection
systems. Meeting these market demands requires the development of new piezoelectric
materials and improved manufacturing methods. At present, practically all broadband
transducers are based on lead metaniobate (PN) ceramics. PN ceramics show the better
properties (QMt ∼8, ZA ∼18) and widely used at high temperature, but the piezoelectric
properties of PN are weak. Besides, PN is very difficult for mass production, and that is
reflected in its relatively high cost.
Therefore, efforts have been made to replace lead metaniobate by 1-3 piezocomposite
materials. However, to date the production costs of these components well exceeds the
common price of a complete standard transducer. Moreover, there are considerable technical
limitations with this type of transducers, in particular, with respect to the maximum
allowable ambient temperature and pressure [2].
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Porous piezoceramics based on different piezoceramic compositions were proposed
as a promising candidate for PN replacement in wide-band ultrasonic transducers [3,4].
However, despite better overall properties and technological simplicity of porous ceramics,
obtaining of extremely low values of QMt typical for PN ceramics in a high frequency range
looks doubtful.
Over the past years, considerable advances have been made to improve the
mechanical properties of ceramics using ceramic composite approaches. Numerous
technologies based on incorporating of functional ceramics into structural ones and
vice-versa have been developed and the novel design idea has been applied in the field of
functional ferroelectric ceramics [5,6]. However, the problem of property trade-off, i.e. a
deterioration of electromechanical properties remains unsolved. In this work, the
development of a new family of low-Q ceramic piezocomposites is described.
2. MSD Concept and “Damping by Scattering” Approach
The original microstructural design concept (MSD), proposed in [7], is based on controllable
substitution during composite formation of separate crystallites or crystallite groups making
a polycrystal by pores, crystallites with other composition and/or structure or amorphous
substances, all with preliminary choice of chemically, thermally and technologically
compatible components and with FEM modeling of polycrystalline composite properties.
The MSD concept offers a brand-new range of polymer-free polycrystalline piezocomposite
materials with parameters that are adjustable over a wide range.
Starting from this point, a novel “damping by scattering” approach is proposed in the
present paper for the development of a new family of low-Q ceramic piezocomposites for
wide-band ultrasonic transducer applications. The main idea of “damping by scattering”
approach is introducing scattering particles as a secondary phase into the piezoceramics
matrix. Preliminary optimization of composite properties was fulfilled using results of single
and multiple scattering theories [8-10], composite micromechanics and effective medium
models [11,12 ], as well as FEM models [13 ]. Materials acoustic properties, along with the
shape, size, and size distribution as well as volume fraction of the scattering particles, were
the main optimization parameters. Preliminary FEM calculations based on effective moduli
method [14] gives results that take into account real composites microstructure and well
agrees with the preliminary experiments. Direct FEM modeling of real composite
piezoelements will be published elsewhere.
General conclusions deduced from the preliminary optimization of “damped by
scattering” ceramic piezocomposite are follows:
1. Scattering particles must be irregularly shaped and anisotropic.
2. Size distribution of scatterers must be broad.
3. Piezoceramic matrix must be microporous to prevent cracking at co-firing stage, give
additional attenuation, and provide mechanical flexibility and property adjustment.
4. The acoustic properties of inclusions and the matrix must have a high contrast.
5. Particle size-to-wavelength ratio must correspond to stochastic region to intensify the
scattering.
The multiphase ceramic composites are very complex objects for theoretical
modeling. Changes in chemical and phase compositions on the phase interfaces as well as
microporosity appearance during co-firing of composite components could change
mechanical and electrical boundary conditions on the phase interfaces. Dissipation and
scattering losses account is particularly difficult. Changing the frequency (scatterer
size-to-wavelength ratio) as well as the scattering particles volume fraction leads to changes
in scattering character from single to multiple scattering and from Rayleigh to stochastic
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regimes. Besides, the half-wavelength composite piezoelement vibrations drastically differ
from the plane wave propagation in infinite composite medium (regular and random scatterer
arrays). Therefore, final optimization of composite structure and properties was fulfilled
experimentally using impedance spectroscopy and ultrasonic methods.
3. Experimental Procedures
3.1 Sample Preparation
At first, a line of chemically, thermally, and technologically compatible ceramic matrix and
scattering phase materials were chosen. Different types of PZT type piezoceramics and
various refractory crystals and ceramic powders as well as pre-sintered piezoceramic
granules were used as initial components for ceramic composite preparations. The size and
shape of the scattering particles were chosen as a compromise between maximal scattering
and minimal interfacial area to minimize chemical interaction between these two phases.
Mixing of the powders was carried out using specially developed method to ensure
homogeneous mixture of the components and to prevent destruction and disintegration of
powders particles [2]. Powders mixed in different proportions were granulated and cold
pressed into cylinders of Ø23x20 мм. Special pressing and firing regimes as well as porosity
agents were used for the formation of microporous piezoceramic matrices. Sintering of the
green bodies was carried out at special thermal profiles preventing cracking because of
shrinkage and thermal expansion of the composite components.
Density and shrinkage coefficients of the sintered composite bodies were measured
by weighting and measurement of volume as well as by the hydrostatic weighting method.
Theoretical density and porosity of the composites were calculated from theoretical densities
and volume fractions of the components and measured density.
For electrical measurements, Ag-paste was printed on both sides of grinded elements
and then fired at 700oC for 5 min. Poling treatment was carried out in silicone oil at the same
temperature and electric field as for corresponding dense piezoceramics. Specimens for
optical microscopy were ground and polished using specially designed procedure for
composites comprising components with different hardness.
On Fig.1, two examples of ceramic composites microstructure are shown.

a)

b)
Fig.1. SEM and optical micrographs of ceramic composite structures:
a) pre-sintered PZT granule in porous PZT matrix, b) refractory crystal in porous PZT matrix.
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3.2 Methods of Measurement
Complex electrical coefficients of piezocomposite elements were determined by impedance
spectroscopy method using Piezoelectric Resonance Analysis (PRAP) software [15].
Measurements were made on Solartron Impedance/Gain-Phase Analyzer SL 1260. Sound
velocity and attenuation of longitudinal and shear waves in different directions of polarized
and non-polarized samples were measured by pulse–echo and through-transmit ultrasonic
methods in the frequency range 1-5 MHz using digital oscilloscope LeCroy Wave Surfer 422,
pulser/receivers Panametrics 5800 and 5077 using different Panametrix transducers.
Microstructure of polished, chemically etched, and shipped surfaces of composite samples
was observed with optical (Neophot-21) and scanning electron microscopes (SEM, Karl
Zeiss).
4. Results and Discussion
The ceramic composites A850L (Ultrashape Ltd.) composed by the soft PZT matrix with
randomly distributed dense refractory crystals with a mean particle diameter ~ 200 μm and
volume fraction from 9 up to 26 vol.% were chosen as model samples for illustration of the
“damping by scattering” approach. Optical micrographs of polished A850L samples at
different volume fractions of scattering particles are shown on Fig. 2.

a)

b)
Fig. 2. Optical micrographs of polished A850L samples at different
volume fractions of scattering particles а) 10 vol.%, b) 20 vol.%.

Fig.3-5 shows impedance spectra and PRAP approximations for thickness and radial
modes of A850L ceramic composite disks at 10% and 20% volume fraction of 200 μm
scattering particles respectively.

Fig. 3. Impedance spectra and PRAP approximations for thickness
extensional mode of A850L-10 vol.% disk (Ø19,95x0.8 mm).
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Fig. 4. Impedance spectra and PRAP approximations for thickness
extensional mode of A850L-20 vol.% disks (Ø19,95x0.8 mm).

Fig. 5. Impedance spectra and PRAP approximations for radial
extensional mode of A850L-20% disk (Ø19,95x0.8 mm).

It is readily seen in Fig. 3 that at low concentration of scattering particles the measured
impedance spectrum is modulated by individual scattering events with the period
corresponding to the average diameter of scattering particles. Increase in scattering particles
fraction up to 20 vol.% (Fig. 4) leads to smoothing of impedance spectra as a result of
multiple scattering averaging.
Complex constants of A850L-20 vol.% disk (Ø19,95 x 0.8 mm), obtained using
PRAP analysis for thickness and radial extensional modes as well as corresponding IEEE
Standard results are summarized in Table 1,2. Additional physical parameters of A850L-20
are the follows: ZA=22.8 MRayl, ρ=6.4 g/cm3, Vt=3568 m/s, d33quasi=300 pC/N, TC= 340ºC.
Table 1. PRAP Analysis Results for Thickness Extensional Mode
PRAP Parameter
fp (Hz)
fs (Hz)
kt
C33D (N/m²)
C33E (N/m²)

Real
2.26 ·106
2.01 ·106
0.492734
8.15 ·1010
6.17 ·1010

Imaginary
340289
304601
-0.00138
2.52 ·1010
1.92 ·1010

Standard Parameters
2.29 ·106
2.01 ·106
0.513653
8.58 ·1010
6.31 ·1010

e33 (C/m²)
h33 (V/m)
ε33S (F/m)

10.6185
1.91 ·109
5.52 ·10-9

1.31335
3.29 ·108
-2.64 ·10-10

-
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Table 2. PRAP Analysis Results for Radial Extensional Mode
PRAP Parameter
fs1 (Hz)
fp1 (Hz)
fs2 (Hz)
S11E (m²/N)
S12E (m²/N)
d31 (C/N)
ε33T (F/m)
kp
σP
e31 (C/m²)
S66E (m²/N)
C66E (N/m²)

Real
105834
110947
275536
1.72 ·10-11
-5.84 ·10-12
7.35 ·10-11
8.27 ·10-9
0.339052
0.339174
6.46184
4.61 ·10-11
2.16 ·1010

Imaginary
1737.27
1623.38
4522.35
-5.66 ·10-13
1.92 ·10-13
-3.59 ·10-12
-2.38 ·10-10
-0.00613
8.34 ·E-06
-0.10351
-1.51 ·10-12
7.10 ·108

Standard Parameters
106037
111192
275194
1.75 ·10-11
-6.14 ·10-12
7.38 ·10-11
8.29 ·10-9
0.340468
0.351532
6.51219
4.72 ·10-11
2.12 ·1010

Fig. 6 shows the ultrasonic velocities of thickness Vt and longitudinal V1E vibration
modes of polarized elements, measured by resonance method, longitudinal velocity Visotrop of
non-polarized elements, measured by ultrasonic method (1МHz), as well as theoretical ρtheor
and measured ρexper densities of ceramic composite A850L as a function of volume fraction
V% of the scattering phase.
It is readily observed in Fig. 6 that the Vt , Visotrop and V1E shows a different behavior.
isotrop
Vt, V
decrease strongly, whereas V1E slightly increases with the volume fraction of
scattering particles. These are caused by the difference in corresponding elastic moduli (C33D,
S11E and Cisotr) behavior discussed below. Theoretical density ρtheor calculated from the
densities and volume fractions of the composite components decreases linearly with the V%,
whereas the measured density ρexper decreases more rapidly. The discrepancy between the
ρexper and ρtheor behavior is caused by the fact that increased scattering particles volume
fraction inhibits shrinkage of the composite and leads to microporosity formation during the
sintering process. Maximal relative porosity at V=26 vol.% reaches 14%.

Fig. 7. Elastic moduli С/33D, С/33E, S/11E and
corresponding mechanical quality factors QM =
S/11E / S//11E , C/33E / C// 33E and C/33D / C//33D versus
volume fraction of scattering particles V%.

Fig. 6. Velocities of thickness Vt and longitudinal
V1E vibration modes, longitudinal velocity Visotr ,
theoretical ρtheor and measured ρexper densities
versus volume fraction V% of the scattering
particles.
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The dependencies of the real parts of elastic moduli С/33D, С/33E, S/11E and corresponding
mechanical quality factors QM = S/11E/S//11E, C/33E /C//33E and C/33D/C//33D on scattering phase
volume fraction V% are shown on Fig. 7. It can be seen from Fig. 7 that S/11E is practically
constant in measured V% range while С/33D , С/33E decreases drastically with the V%. These
differences in elastic moduli behavior are connected with inequality of composite structure in
radial and thickness directions. For standard piezocomposite disk (Ø20x1mm), we have 2-3
rigid scattering particles (Ø200 μm) randomly distributed on thickness, whereas 50-60
particles are easily packed on diameter. As a result, stiffness in thickness direction drops
drastically, while compliance in radial direction is practically constant. Mechanical quality
factor QMrad = S/11E/S//11E decreases from 90 (dense PZT) to 30 (26V% composite), while
QMthick = C/33E /C//33E and C/33D/C//33D drop from 45 and 60 respectively down to 3. This is
caused by the difference in measurement frequency 100 kHz and 1500 kHz for radial and
thickness modes respectively, and as a result, by the change in scattering mechanism from
Rayleigh (λ>>D) to stochastic type (λ ~ D) and scattering character from multiple scattering
on randomly (radial mode) and regularly distributed particles (thickness mode). Scattering on
microspores is negligible in this frequency range.
Frequency dependencies of real parts of elastic moduli С/33D and corresponding loss
// D / D
tgδ = C 33 /C 33 for different volume fractions of scattering particles measured by
impedance spectroscopy method are shown on Fig. 8.
Fig. 8 demonstrates the elastic moduli С/33D increase with increasing frequency
because of frequency dispersion caused by the scattering of the thickness mode vibrations. It
can be seen that the frequency dependencies of the scattering loss tgδ are linear that
corresponds to stochastic scattering type tgδ ~ D · f at λ ~ D. Fig. 9 shows the dependencies
of piezomoduli d33, measured by quasistatic method, and d31, measured on radial mode, as
well as electromechanical coupling factors for thickness kt and radial kp modes on volume
fraction of scattering phase. It is readily seen in Fig. 9 that decrease in d33quasi follows the
simple law d*33= d33quasi (dense) - d33quasi (dense) · S, where S=V2/3 is surface fraction of
non-piezoelectric particles, d33quasi (dense) – quasistatic piezomodule at V%=0.

Fig. 8. Frequency dependencies of elastic moduli
С/33D and corresponding loss tgδ = С//33D / С/33D for
different volume fractions of scattering particles
V%.

Fig. 9. Piezoelectric moduli d33, d31 and thickness
kt and planar kp, electromechanical coupling
factors versus volume fraction of scattering
particles V%.

Dynamically measured d31 drops with V% faster then d*31, that caused by the above
mentioned inequality of composite structure in radial and thickness directions. Thickness
mode coupling factor kt shows minor changes in all measured V% range, despite grows of
non-piezoelectric phase content. This is caused by the relative porosity growth and formation
of quasi-rod structure of piezoceramic matrix [2,4]. Planar coupling factor kp decreases with
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V% drastically as a combined result of non-piezoelectric phase content growth and
disintegration of composite connectivity in radial direction.
We can summarize all above listed frequency and volume fraction dependencies of
main composite parameters as follows: Optimal for extreme damping at reasonable
electromechanical parameters are ceramic composites with 15-25 vol.% of rigid scattering
particles in soft PZT matrix at λ/D relation ~ 10.
In conclusion, the advantages of ceramic composites are demonstrated with reference
to implemented ultrasonic transducers. Fig. 10 shows pulse echo- and transmit-mode
characteristics (hydrophone signal) of A850L-20 elements and ultrasonic transducer loaded
on water and Perspex. The elements were excited with spike pulses. Echo signals in water
were received from Perspex reflector. Light-epoxy matching and damping were used for
composite transducer design.
As may be seen from Fig. 10, a low-Q and low-ZA composite element demonstrates
high-damped and high amplitude signals even without matching and damper. It will be
noticed that the transducer made of new ceramic composites exhibits a smaller ripple, a
larger bandwidth and is free of harmonics, i.e. spatial resolution is higher and its dynamic
range broader.
Keeping the optimal scatterers size-to-wavelength ratio, a line of wide-band NDT
ultrasonic transducers made from new ceramic composites with high sensitivity and
resolution in frequency range 0.2-10 MHz was manufactured and tested.

Fig. 10. Pulse-echo, transmit and corresponding FFT patterns of
A850L-20 composite elements and ultrasonic transducer.
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5. Conclusions
In this work, a new family of low-Q ceramic piezocomposites was developed based on the
original microstructural design concept (MSD) using “damping by scattering” approach.
Complex sets of elastic, dielectric, and piezoelectric parameters of the ceramic
piezocomposites were systematically studied using impedance spectroscopy and ultrasonic
method. A line of wide-band NDT ultrasonic transducers with high sensitivity and resolution
was manufactured and tested. The main advantages of the new piezocomposites features are
caused by high acoustic efficiency, low crosstalk, low mechanical Q, and technological
flexibility. Especially, the gain will be in high sensitivity combined with well-damped
signals. Additional advantages of the developed piezocomposites are the possibility of
controllable change of main properties in a wide range, compatibility with standard
fabrication technologies and processing flexibility.
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